
Videoconferenz CED Working Group 11.5.2020 16.00 

Participants: 

Poland AS POL Andrzej Salacki 

Poland DK Daniel Karpiński 

Hungary AL HUN Anikó Losonczy 

Hungary OH Orsolya Hillier 

Czech Republic  Simona Fialová was not able to join us this time 

Czech Republic LS Mgr. Lenka Sekanivoá 

Slovakia IV Ilja Vietor 

Austria SMT Elisabeth Max-Theurer 

Austria DS Didi Sifkovits 

Austria AS AUT FN Alice Schwab 

FEI Task Force TB Thomas Baur 

 

SMT welcomes all the patricians und encourages everybody to talk about the situation in his/her 

country. 

LS: Hotel and CDI Brno are unfortunately not in a good situation – we tried to postpone to Sept but 

there was a clash with CDI-W Moskau 

AL HUN: We try hard to let our CDI at Mariakalnok happen. We will do a closed competition but 

everything depends on the opening of borders, so that riders are able to come 

LS: At the moment everything is closed only commuting employees can cross 

SMT: asks Didi and Thomas about the traveling situation what they think 

DS: till the end of June we don´t think that free travelling will be possible – Austria right now has a 

travel- warning for all foreign countries worldwide by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Netherlands for example has announced no international competitions till the end of the year. 

We hope that we can start small national shows in Austria by July 1st but we don´t know it for sure so 

far. 

TB: I´m member of the FEI Task Force and we also think that everything depends on traveling and 

open borders. 

Maybe it is easier for people who make their living with riding and are real professionals but not for 

the other groups like CH, JUN,Y, Am 

But back to the solutions of the Task Force: 

Modifying dates needs to be submitted to the FEI latest 8 weeks before 



CDI5*,4*, -W are still on the clash rule - CDI3* and lower can be excepted 

CDIO´s are already cancelled so far 

Decisions on clashes will be made from a case to case basis 

CH-EU Hartpury is also cancelled but there is an application from Hungary to host – will be discussed 

tomorrow and I will inform you when there is a decision 

YH World Championship Verden will be postponed to December and arranged indoors – there was a 

long discussion because in the rules is said it has to be outdoors 

Pony Euro Strzegom is under discussion because a later date is not in the school holydays and this is 

normally not allowed 

EURO 2021 Budapest - will go to 2023 in the Olympic Disciplines 

Some date changes are already approved – CA marked in the Calendar 

SMT: Asks about a chance for a new date for the CDI Brno 

TB: Only original CDI-W Dates are considered as a clash so maybe end of August could be possible 

but I don´t know about other applications for this date right now. 

DK and AS POL: May to June our borders are closed for coming into Poland without 2 weeks 

quarantine -even our President election was canceled  

But at the end of May we will start small national shows with not more than 50 competitors 

SMT: Championships should be cancelled if it is not possible to travel for some nations 

AS POL: For some young people it is the last chance to compete in their age class – there were also 

Championship  Competitions with not so many countries in the years before – especially in th CH 

classes 

TB: I fully understand your point coming out of age but it is a big difference if you are able to go and 

you don´t do for different reasons or if you are simply not allowed to go there because borders are 

closed and you would want to go. 

FEI will talk tomorrow – I also think it only will happen if many nations are able to travel – 

the Pony Euro at Stzegom is hosting 3 disciplines this makes it more difficult 

about CDI-W Zakrzow – it is still on the original date so no problem if you can do it. 

We also not sure right now about the Western League if the Qualifiers will happen or not and about 

the Final 

DS: Why not putting CH- Strzegom to October 

TB: Because there is this school holiday rule – but this may change – FEI is talking tomorrow 

OH: Just to clarify Budapest would like to do the Championships 1. week U25 and Y 2. week JUN, CH 

LS: What´s about Qualification 

TB: FEI would not ask about for this time and let it up to every FN to pick their teams 

But still it will be difficult if there are no shows 



AS POL: Every Country has its national trainer or Chef d´Equipe - the FN´s could choose on a national 

base if there is no qualification needed anymore 

IV: Another topic – we would like to host a CDI qualification-show for getting Olympic MER in 

Nov/Dec if it would be an interest of the neighboring countries 

TB: will sure be possible 

LS should please send me her new dates asap before the next Task Force meeting to be prepared 

SMT: Every country should try to find out about their travel-possibilities before we meet next time – 

Alice will collect the information 

Right now they could come to Austria with a Corona test not older than 2 days but they would also 

need a new test for going back 

AL HUN: As we are so close to the Austrian border I have many clients from Vienna they can come 

and go back with a permission form my barn almost everyday 

DS: Luckily for them but in fact this may be illegal  

In about 2 weeks we hope to have more information 

TB answers the Question about approval of Championships by the FEI – it has to be done latest 10 

weeks before 

AS POL thanks the Austrian FN for organizing the meeting 

SMT thanks Thomas for being with us and provide so many important and new information 

TB: was my pleasure and I will share more information with you as soon there are any news 

IV: To have new Information about crossing borders will take at least 2 weeks because nobody knows 

the development right now 

SMT: Yes this will be important to have all the information and then we can set up a new video 

meeting 

AS AUT FN: No problem I will organize it again and invite you all after collecting the information 

SMT again thanks everybody and closes the meeting as there are no more questions 

Good Bye to everybody take care and stay safe 

 

 


